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 Kagora pulled the trigger and his father died, but not permanently. He 

always comes back, crawling from the deepest pits of Hell. 

 “And this time stay gone!” he yelled in vain hoping he would finally leave 

him alone. 

 “You can’t stop him forever, he’s your father.” 

 “Well he can stay in hell this time ‘cause I don’t want to see his face.” He 

was angry. He was angry for being lied to all his life, Angry at his dad for showing 

up after telling them he’s an alien, and just plain angry. So he ran to the one 

place that hadn’t changed. The forest. 

 He ran to the river he found when he was 5 years old. The boat he hid was 

still there, and so was fang, his pet drake. He looks like a dragon with out the fire 

breath. There is only one species of drake can breath fire. Evidently they were 

indigenous to Europe (it went extinct early twelve hundreds). He got into the boat 

and went downstream. 

 After a few hours he saw a strange light coming from just beyond the trees. 

 “What the hell?” 

 “Almost,” a voice said from the same spot as the light. 

 He wasn’t exactly scary, night black reptile skin with a strange red light 

coming from the cracks in his skin like cooling magma. With wicked steel like 

claws from each of his four fingered hands and feet. He had a raptor like build 

up, but the deadliest part was the large tail with a deadly foot long blade at the 

end. 

 “I’m also poisonous, all my claws, teeth, horns, tail and other natural 

weapons are covered in deadly toxins.” 

 There were blades on his forearms, six in total. And the six-inch horn on his 

snout. All in all, he was an apex predator. 

 “So what do you want from me?” 

 “Your father wants me to be your guardian.” 

 “WHAT!!! No way on earth!” 

 “What about on Zelcor? Plus this is planet Keltare.” 

 “Go home you annoying raptor from Zelcor or whatever,” the last thing his 
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wanted was his father’s help in anything. 

 “You’ve lived long enough in the human planet space, lets go.” 

 “It isn’t the human planet space it’s the inter dimensional plain, the border 

between Telkai and yours. Or has the ‘all mighty Zelcoran race’ forgotten that?” 

 “Shut up and come on, Zelcor waited long enough for its prince.” 

 “Prince?” 

 “Yeah now come on, the portal won’t stay open much longer then we have 

to wait another hour,” then after swishing his tail toward where he emerged he 

grabbed the boat and dragged it to shore. 

 “Is fang coming?” 

 “If you want I can give him a mutation that will make him a Zelcoran partial.” 

 “A what?” 

 “A Zelcoran partial, I thought your father explained this,” acting surprised 

that he didn’t know. 

 “He said I was half Zelcoran, nothing else.” 

 “That’s what a is, a half Zelcoran. You don’t even know the name of your 

species,” sounding irritated that he had to explain this. “Non Zelcorans can’t 

normally survive in our planets without special gear or mutations, most partials 

are cross bred not mutated though, and the gear is for military use only. So 

mutation is the only way fang’s coming,” this was an interesting situation for him. 

Either mutate his drake or leave it behind. 

 “Just do it.” 

 He linked an unusual looking machine to fang and turned it on. Fang began 

to howl and screech in pain. It lasted for some time before he turned of the 

machine. 

 And then fang began to cocoon himself in what looked like a gem made of 

magma. “Okay, let’s go.” 

 He stepped through the portal and it was chaos. Fire and magma 

everywhere, Zecoran warriors training for war. 

 “Who are you fighting?” Kagora asked wondering if they were at war. 

 “Groups of Zelcorans don’t want universal balance, some want to enslave 
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conquer and control the portal zones.” 

 “And what’s so important about the portal zones?” 

 “Portal zones go to random realms but never change which realm they go 

to, if a realm controls a portal zone that portal leads to that realm, and if all the 

portals lead to one realm the realm of control is destroyed and all portals return 

to there natural destinations, it’s why there are 5 realms instead of 6.” 

“There are 5 realms in the universe what are the other 2?” 

 “Well you know of the first three but a short review. First there’s the mid 

realm or your birth realm, Telkai and Corsan have been warring for influence in 

that realm since the sentient life sprang up.” 

 “So that’s where human mythology came from.” 

 “Yes, all human mythology came from war, we pretended to be the gods of 

primitive human civilization so they would take or side showing them how to repel 

the other. So yeah religious people live on a lie.” 

 “And the other 2 realms?” 

 “First is calzak the land of eternal darkness, and then there’s also Maltar, 

peril of light. All who go there are doomed to insanity or death. It’s more chaotic 

than the outskirts of Corsan.” 

 “What? That place is completely insane how can anything be more chaotic 

than the out skirts of Corsan (the outskirts of Corsan haven’t had a stable 

government of any kind for almost one hundred years, it’s a non-stop free for all 

to the death)? Anyway so the Calmar and Maltari. So who lives in Calzak?” 

 “Lot’s of creatures like vampires and werewolves (neither of which have 

been represented properly in your world for thousands of years) and also 

creatures like ghosts and the Croratel or shadow crawlers.” 

 “The what.” 

 “The shadow crawlers are Zelcorans who have been branched off and 

evolved differently, they eventually turned black and renamed themselves the 

shadow crawlers and have completely forgotten their roots as Zelcorans.” 

 After an hour or so of conversing they came across a large gate guarded by 

five large guards each completely identical to the rest, carrying large swords and 
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wearing heavy looking gray armor. They stood in a pentagon formation in the 

front of the gate. While oddly enough there were snipers in the nearby towers 

with something similar to a rifle in their hands. They paid no attention to the three 

random looking folks just walking to the front of the gate (fang came out of the 

cocoon and looked like the raptor guy). 

 As the first of the three travelers walked to the gate he shout or roared 

“Make way for the prince of the Zelcoran empire! Son of the almighty Lord Zeltrax 

and future conqueror of the rebellion!” 

 All the demons (which is what the Zelcoran soldiers are called) stepped 

back and to the side as the three through the gates and into the fortress. Where 

guards then met up with them to take them to the throne room. As they walked 

there was almost complete silence. Except for the commoners who stepped out 

of the way quivering with fear as these guards were known to kill people who got 

in their way. When they finally reached the throne room they had pretty much 

terrified everyone in the fortress. As the guards opened the doors to the room the 

entire scene was laid out almost instantly, a trial. 

 “You have been placed under trial for treason, espionage and cooperation 

with the enemy. How do you plea Maycor?” and on the throne was none other 

the Zeltrax, Kagora’s father and Zelcoran emperor 

 “I plea for trial by combat, my opponent will be the adolescent,” a large 

gasp filled the room. Trial by combat had become extremely uncommon in that 

era. 

 “Ah, Kagora, we’ve been expecting you,” Zeltrax in this seemingly tense 

situation, was perfectly calm and spoke as though there was nothing important to 

do. “So what shall you do Kagora, will you accept the challenge?” 

 Kagora hesitated, what did he know about this form of combat? Nothing, 

so any training he gets for this fight will be in the time before. But will it shame 

him to deny? Maybe, he won’t be sure if he does but won’t take the chance. “I 

won’t run, I accept your challenge,” this response was even more surprising than 

the challenge. No one expects adolescents at his age to fight, let alone be 

challenged. 
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 “Then it’s settled, the duel will take place in on week, in which both 

combatants should be prepared. Remember that this is a fight to the death and 

should not be taken lightly. You both must be prepared to die because one of you 

will.” 

 “Understood but I will never back down from a challenge. This fight will 

happen and when it’s all over, I’ll be standing on his corpse,” Kagora seemed 

determined not to show his doubts about the fight. 

 “If you think that some new recruit still wet behind the ears can defeat me 

your dumber than you look and that’s saying something.” 

 “Get up maggot!” 

 It was three days into preparation time. Kagora had been training night 

and day since the trial. He was sparring with the honor guards. He had been 

knocked off his feet for the third time. 

 “It would be easier to train if you let me stand up and not step on me.” 

 “Will your enemy let you stand up in battle? No! He will finish you,” the 

honor guards are extremely strict on anyone they train. No matter who they are. 

 Kagora then decided that it was time to continue sparring.  Before the 

honor guard could notice he swung his training sword at the honor guard’s shin, 

which caused him to reel back. In which time Kagora swung up his legs kick his 

foe in the lower jaw, back flipped and jabbed the honor guard in the stomach 

knocking him back. Kagora low swept his legs, which fell him. 

 “Good not what I expected, it’s an unusual tactic but very effective. Nice 

adaptive reflexes,” the guard seemed impressed.  

 Kagora looked around to see the rest of the honor guards nodding their 

approval. Now all Kagora need was properly outfitted armor for the fight. Which 

was being finished at the time what he REALLY needed was his own sword 

which he would craft himself over the next few days. 

 The day had come one week past and it was time for the duel. The 

accused stood in what appeared to be standard issue battle armor. Standing six 

feet tall, no tail, with triple jointed legs for jumping. Wielding a normal warrior’s 
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blade and shield. With clear signs of long combat experience shown from the 

riddled scars throughout the body. 

 Kagora was in a customized assassin’s armor with few known weak spots, 

a cloaking device (which he had never used in his life) and was equipped with a 

self made blade of gigamantium (a near indestructible metal found only in 

extremely small pockets on Zelcor). 

 “Let the battle begin!!” 

 At the sound of the ok, both combatants charged into the center of the 

arena.  Their swords clashed, while Maycor swung his shield out in an attempt to 

bash Kagora’s head. Kagora ducked and slashed his opponent’s body before 

kicking him right in the area that was cut. Maycor reeled back in pain before 

swinging his sword aiming for the neck. Kagora ducked and tried to strike 

Maycor’s head to end the fight, but he missed and was cut in the left shoulder by 

Maycor. Kagora recoiled and then charged at full sprinting into Maycor. His 

sword drove deep into Maycor’s right shoulder. 

 “Your not too bad for a cadet youngling.” 

 “Good enough to kill an old man like you,” Kagora activated the cloaking 

device. Immediately he became undetectable by sight, he moved silently around 

Maycor, and moved into striking distance. He thrust his sword but Maycor heard 

him and blocked just in time and aimed for where Kagora’s head should have 

been. Should have, he had move out of range the moment that his blow was 

stopped. He moved in for another attack but just as he raised his blade to strike, 

Kagora’s cloaking device malfunctioned and turned off. 

 “There you are,” Maycor struck out bashing with his shield until Kagora 

was on the ground. He stomped on Kagora, digging his talons into Kagora’s 

chest. “Any last words Prince Kagora?” 

 “Yeah, you just left yourself wide open.” 

 Kagora struck just as he had during sparring. Striking the leg with his 

sword only this time it ran clean through. Blood splattered the ground as Kagora 

back flipped while double kicking Maycor in the lower jaw, knocking him to the 

ground. 
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 “You’ve been proven guilty Maycor. And I’m passing my judgment,” 

Kagora then proceeded to thrust his blade directly into Maycor’s throat. Blood 

coated ground flooding out of the deep wound Kagora’s blade left behind by 

Kagora’s sword, which had changed color to a deep blood red. “Hmm looks like 

my prediction came true, in the end I was standing over your corpse.” 

 “Congratulations Kagora, your first real kill,” up in the stands was Zeltrax 

who had been watching the entire fight. 

 Kagora looked around to see the arena filled with cheering crowds. “What 

the hell is this?” 

 “It was the first arena duel in almost five years, and you expect people not 

to show up? It was an incredible display of skill.” 

 A large cheer came from the crowd and people began to file out. On 

Kagora was heading back to the fortress alone when e was suddenly interrupted. 

 “Hey there, your Kagora son of Zeltrax right?” more humans, two partials 

one male, one female. 

 “What of it?” Kagora was glad to know he wasn’t the only partial, but 

irritated that he was being bothered with it at the time. His wounds needed to be 

treated. 

 “Sooo you’re the prince of the empire! You could win equality for partials.” 

 “Yeah, in the empire. Pure blood is the only way that you’re respected. We 

partials are treated like dirt, but with the prince being a partial you can get equal 

rights for us all.” 

 “Look you guys are all right, but I’m looking for a group of assassins ready 

to fight under any circumstances. Not an equal rights movement, not yet. Tell you 

what. You guys can be personal guests at the feast. Will that do?” 

 “Yeah!! Our first proper feast in almost ten years won’t that be great 

Mival?” 

 “Definitely Sorcal. Oh yeah I’m Mival and this is my brother Sorcal.” 

 “Alright then come on already I need to get my wounds cleaned and 

treated.” 
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 After getting his injuries treated Kagora and his new friends went into town 

for a festival that was taking place. 

 “What is this again?” 

 “It’s the Fire day festival, the most celebrated day of the year on the home 

world. “ 

 “Fire day, never heard of it,” as the conversation was unfolding. They 

reached the town. Children were playing kill the beast in the street (a very 

unusual game in which injuries are frequent) shops were very busy with people 

coming in and out. 

 “Zelcor in our language means fire or flame, fire day is when the first of the 

Zelcoran Empire was formed.” 

 “So it’s like founding day on Keltare?” 

 “I suppose yeah come on let’s join the fun,” said Sorcal and with that they 

went to the festival. 


